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Summary
Forest and forest land area that managed by Dak Doa people’s committee in Gia Lai province is 40,310.07 ha, accounts for 41.6% total area. Forest land area is 53.8%, in which 88.4% is natural forests, 11.6% is plantation forests and they are managed by 17 units. Main management methods are carrying out propaganda within local communities, coordinating with related departments in the province, forest owners enhance inspection and prevent violation, trespass and illegal logging in industrial plantation forest or natural forest areas, etc. Forest and forest land management is considered as a significant mission and implement all 7 required contents according to Decision 07/2012/QD-TT released on 08/02/2012 by the Prime Minister. However, there are still some limitations, especially in planning, allocating and defining boundaries and dealing with violations, etc.
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